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The monopoly position of collective management organizations（CMOs）
which comes from its industry practices and place is a double-edged sword. On the 
one hand we can make full use of its advantage in grouping resources to improve 
the quality of government and service; while on the other hand this position can be 
easily abused to damage the right of copyright owner and user. In our country the 
system of CMOs starts relatively late, though we do have some fundamental 
research on the CMOs’ monopoly behavior and its rules and regulation, we are yet 
short of practice on it, so there still have many space to do further study on its 
theory and legislation design. In this article I want to discuss the theoretical basis 
of CMOs’ anti-monopoly rules and regulation，and from a comparative analysis to 
foreign countries to put forward some suggestions and ideas to perfect the related 
system of CMOs. 
This paper consists of three parts of introduction, body and conclusion, of 
which body part is divided into three chapters. 
ChapterⅠmainly elaborates the basic theory of CMOs’ anti-monopoly rules 
and regulation, introducing its meaning、nature and behavior. Which this part want 
to emphasize is the legal subject need to be governed is the behavior of abusing 
CMOs’ monopoly position, not the position itself.  
 ChapterⅡselectes two countries and regions from US and EU, analyzed 
some typical juridical practice and some main laws and regulations of their CMOs. 
Through comparative study to introduce CMOs’ development status of foreign 
countries and provide some reference suggestions for our country. 
Chapter Ⅲ is the key body part of this article. This part analyzed the 
legislative status and problems of CMOs’ anti-monopoly rules and regulation in 
our country, and with the lessons drawn from foreign countries to put forward 















Administration of Copyright and the Guide of Anti-monopoly Enforcement in 
Intellectual Property Field.    
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